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As much as possible, works have been grouped by topic. With the exception of “General” (broad coverage) and “Various” (specific focus) categories, topics are listed in alphabetical order. Items listed in the “General” and “Various” categories commonly contain information on more than one topic. Hence, these sections should be consulted for material on any topic.

All works are in the Perry-Castaneda Library unless specified otherwise.

Journal of Forensic Sciences -- RA/1001/J686 LIFE SCIENCE

GENERAL

Bagnani, G., “On Fakes and Forgeries,” Phoenix, 14 (1960), 228-244. 051/P565


Benjamin, Mary A., Autographs: A Key to Collecting (1946; New York: Walter R. Benjamin Autographs, 1963) 091.5/B438A


Pfeiffer, Rudolph, History of Classical Scholarship from the Beginnings to the End of the Hellenistic Age (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1968)  AZ/301/P4 CLASSICS, PCL

_____., History of Classical Scholarship from 1300 to 1850 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976)  AZ/301/P41 CLASSICS, PCL


Storm, Colton, “Of Fakes and Forgeries: Presidents, heroes, famous authors--even Shakespeare--are fair game to ingenious masters of the pen,” American Heritage, NS, vol. 2, no. 3 (Spring 1951), 6-8, 74  943.05/AM351


HANDWRITING


Jones, Lloyd Llewellyn, Valid or forged? Quick aid to decision on questioned writing, (New York, 1938)  HV 8074 J6 HRC


**LAW**

Baker, J. Newton, *Law of disputed and forged documents; cases, illustrations* (Charlottesville, Va., 1955)  LAW KF 8947 B3 Law


**MEDIA: PAPER, INK, PEN, PENCIL**


Carvalho, David N., *Forty Centuries of Ink* (New York: Banks Law Publishing, 1904)  
http://www.worldwideschool.org/library/books/tech/printing/FortyCenturiesofInk/toc.html

http://aic.stanford.edu/sg/bpg/annual/v17/bp17-05.html


Q/E842/H27

Hunter, Dard, *Papermaking: The History and Technique of an Ancient Craft* (discusses forgery in terms of paper)  
TS/1090/H816/1978/PCL & FAL; 676/H916PH/


Z/40/N53/1990


**PHOTOGRAPHS**


TR/822/N53/1994

TR/465/R45/1986

N/4000/RS79/1984

**PRINTING/TYPSETTING and TYPEWRITING**


Z/124/C47
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DeVinne, Theodore Low, *The Practice of Typography: A Treatise on the Processes of Type-Making, the Point System, the Names, Sizes, Styles and Prices of Plain Printing Types* (New York, Century Company, 1900) 655/D49P/1900

Dowding, Geoffrey, *Introduction to the History of Printing Types: An Illustrated Summary of the Main Stages in the Development of Type Design from 1440 up to the Present Day, An Aid to Type Face Identification* (Clerkenwell, UK: Wallace & Company, 1961) 655.2/D753i

Farrar, Gilbert P., *Type and Typography* (Scranton, 1949) Z/249/M748/1978


Stewart, A. A., *Typesetting: A Primer of Information about Working at the Case, Justifying, Spacing, Correcting, Making-up, and Other Operations Employed in Setting Type by Hand* (United Typothetae of America, 1919) 655/T981 No.16


**DETECTING FORGERY**
GENERAL


Gervers, Michael, ed., *Dating Undated Medieval Charters* (Woodbridge, Canada, 2000)


Hilton, Ordway, *Scientific Examination of Questioned Documents* (Chicago: Callaghan, 1956)  347.94/H566S


DIPLOMATICS


Topics in Diplomats, http://www.ualberta.ca/~sreimer/ms-course/course/dplmtcs.htm

FACSIMILE CASES


Dunlap, Lloyd A., “The Grant-Lee Surrender Correspondence,” Manuscripts, 21 (Spring, 1969), 78-91


FORGERY CASES

BY FORGER

GENERAL


_____, Scribblers and Scoundrels (New York: P.S. Eriksson, 1968) 098.3/H18S

MAJOR BYRON
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**CHATTERTON**


**COLLIER**


**CUSACK**

Evan, Thomas, Mark Hoisenball, and Mark Isikoff, “The JFK-Marilyn Hoax,” *Newsweek* (October 6, 1997), 36-38.


**HOFMANN**


Tanner, Jerald, *Confessions of a White Salamander: An Analysis of Mark Hofmann’s Disclosures Concerning How He Forged Mormon Documents* (Salt Lake City: Utah Lighthouse Ministry, 1987)  BX/8695/H64/T36 HRC


**IRELAND**


**LUCAS**


REAVIS

979.1/R238/B5

Powell, Donald M., *The Peralta Grant: James Addison Reavis and the Barony of Arizona*  
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1960)  B/41/B3 PCL; F/811/R4/P6 BLAC

WISE


BY CASE

DE LA PEÑA


Gracy, David B. II, “‘Just As I Have Written It’: A Study of the Authenticity of the Manuscript of Jose Enrique de la Pena’s Account of the Texas Campaign,” *Southwestern Historical Quarterly*, CV (October, 2001), 254-291


**HITLER DIARIES**


Harris, Robert, *Selling Hitler: The Story of the Hitler Diaries* (Boston: Faber and Faber, 1986) on order


**HORN PAPERS**


**HOWARD HUGHES**

Autobiography


Will


Magnesen, Gary, *The investigation: a former FBI agent uncovers the truth behind Howard Hughes, Melvin Dummar and the most contested will in American history* (Fort Lee, N.J., 2005) KF 759 H84 M34 2005


### JACK THE RIPPER


### JEAN LAFITTE


### LINCOLN-BIXBY LETTER


### LINCOLN-RUTLEDGE LETTERS


### LITERARY FORGERIES


**TEXAS FORGERIES**


**VINLAND MAP**

McCrone, W. C., “The Vinland map: genuine or forged?” *Physics in technology*, (January, 1975), 18-21  QC/1/R39 PHYSICS-MATH-ASTRONOMY

“The Viking Deception,” NOVA PBS program: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/vinland/
Seaver, Kirsten A., Maps, Myths, and Men (Stanford, CA.; Stanford University Press, 2004)
GA/308/Z6/S43/2004

GA 308 Z65 S55 1995

WASHINGTON (GEORGE) DOCUMENTS


VARIABLES FORGERY CASES

GENERAL

Adams, Percy G., Travelers And Travel Liars, 1660-1800 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1962) 398.2/AD19T


Ben-Itto, Hadassa, The lie that wouldn't die : The protocols of the Elders of Zion (London, 2005) DS 145 P7 B445 2005

Bleackley, Horace, Trial of Henry Fauntleroy: And Other Famous Trials for Forgery (Edinburgh: W. Hodge, 1924) KD/371/F6/B4 LAW

Brooke, Christopher, “Approaches to Medieval Forgery,” in Medieval Church and Society: Collected Essays (London, 1971), 100-120
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Willie Lynch Speech:  http://www.umsl.edu/services/library/blackstudies/piersen.htm

PHOTOGRAPHY


WILLS

“The Howland Will Case,” *American Law Review*, 4 (1870), 625-663  K 1 M4475  LAW

TEXAS HISTORY RESOURCES

Barker, Eugene Campbell, *Documents on the Texas Revolution* (Washington, D.C., 190?)
TZ/976.4/B241ST

The Handbook of Texas Online  [http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/index.html](http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/index.html)


Lamar, Mirabeau Buonaparte, *The Papers of Mirabeau Buonaparte Lamar* (6 vols.; Austin, Tex., 1921-1927) F/390/L196/1921 PCL,CAH


_____, *Attack and counterattack: The Texas-Mexican Frontier, 1842* (Austin, 1964) F/390/N32/PCL,CAH


Archives

Burnet, David G., Papers (Center for American History)

Houston, Sam, Papers (Texas State Archives, Center for American History)

Lamar, Mirabeau B., Papers (Texas State Archives)

Smith, Ashbel, Papers (CAH)

Texas. Adjutant General. Army Papers, 1835-1846 (Texas State Archives)


Corl, J. Banks. Elijah and Elisha within the Argument of Kings.